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NAME:________________________    Date:________              Grade:______.______
(From Grade Calculation on last page)

Course:_______________________________
To display the Greek text contained in this page download and install the free  BSTGreek True Type fonts 
from Bible Study Tools.

  Written Exercise 1:  

Identify the letters  of  the  Greek  alphabet  by writing out  their  name and the  English 
alphabet correspondence (96 answers):

Small Capital Name English alphabet correspondence:
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Transliterate the following Greek sentence into English letters ( 51 answers):

jEn ajrch/' h\n oJ lovgo", kai; oJ lovgo" h\n pro;" to;n qeovn, kai; qeo;" h\n oJ lovgo".

 

Identify the breathing and/or accent marks on the following words (7 answers):

jArch/': Breathing Mark:_____________; Accent Mark: ______________________ 

oJ lovgo": Accent Mark:__________; : Breathing Mark:______________________

h\n: Breathing Mark:______________; Accent Mark:________________________ 

kai;: Accent Mark: _______________ 

Optional activity: download a set of Greek fonts from the internet -- or use already installed ones 
-- and type in Greek the above sentence from John 1:1.  Experiment  with how the particular 
Greek font set  you're  using handles the accent  and breathing marks  as overstrike characters. 
Different font sets work differently at this point. One word of caution for those using the Word 
Perfect software: typing overstrike characters such as accent and breathing marks is especially 
difficult  and sometimes  impossible  with certain TrueType  Greek fonts.  Lotus Word Pro and 
Microsoft Word handle these special  font sets much better,  although Word Perfect 2000 has 
corrected many of the earlier problems. Also, don't waste your time trying to make sense out of 
the Word Perfect Greek Fonts, as well as the Symbol font set, that come with the software. They 
are a very poor quality font set  and create  nightmares  in trying to do accents and breathing 
marks. Any of the free shareware Greek font sets from the Linguistics Gateway web site will be 
much easier to use and much better quality.

********************GRADE CALCULATION********************

Number of Errors   ________.____ Total Pts. 100.00
Missed accents and breathing marks

= 1/4 error per word Minus Pts. 
Times               0.65 Missed       ______.____

       ______________             ____________
Total Pts. Missed  ________.____ Grade        ______.____

(Please record grade at top of page 1)
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